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1 Introduction
Operating systems have been a subject of design and implementation for many years. Despite
their widespread use in almost every computing environment, formal techniques have been applied
only on relatively simple aspects of their dynamic behavior. This is mainly due to the fact that
operating systems are complex and it is not a trivial task to formally describe properties of real-time
operating systems and their components unless these are simpli ed.
Formally specifying and reasoning about properties of real-time systems requires the use of a
notation with formal deduction capabilities. In this paper, we make use of the duration calculus
(DC) because of its many desirable features that provide explicit support for modeling real-time
behavior. DC has been applied in the context of operating systems, such as in [12, 16] and more
recently, the work on proving formally the correctness of the Deadline Driven Scheduler [11]. This
paper aims to be another step in this direction by focusing on more elaborate real-time scheduling
systems.
Speci cally, this paper is concerned with scheduling of tasks with shared resources. During execution, tasks may request-access to resources. We assume that resources are allocated on a mutually
exclusive fashion, i.e. a resource can be held by at most one task at a time, and resource allocation
is non-preemptive. Therefore, aside from satisfying the deadline requirements of tasks, scheduling
policies have to deal with the potential for deadlocks and priority inversion.
Since resource allocation is nonpreemptive and access is mutually exclusive, it is possible for an
undesirable condition called a deadlock to occur. The system is said to be in a deadlocked state
when there is a set of tasks mutually waiting on some resource held by another task in the set. In
short, deadlocks can occur if tasks are in a circular hold-and-wait situation. There are two basic
approaches to handle deadlocks: (a) explicitly incorporate mechanisms into the protocol such that
deadlocks are not possible; and (b) use of a deadlock detection / recovery procedure.
In the succeeding discussions, let Ti ; Tj denote arbitrary tasks and let rk denote any resource. A
priority inversion occurs when a lower-priority task Ti is blocking the execution of a higher-priority
task Tj . This occurs when Ti is holding a resource rk that Tj needs and is preempted by the arrival
of Tj . If Tj requests for r, Tj will be blocked since r is not available and cannot be preempted
from Ti. Existing policies either ensure that the priority inversion is bounded or prevents it from
happening at all [2, 3] by restricting the schedules.
Fig. 1.1 presents a Gantt chart that illustrates a priority inversion. Suppose that the priorities of
the tasks Ti , Tj , and Tk are pi, pj , and pk , respectively (pi < pk < pj ). Here are the sequence of
events:

t = t1 :
t = t2 :
t = t3 :
t = t4 :

task Ti arrives and executes;
task Ti requests for resource rk and is granted;
task Tj arrives and preempts Ti since pj > pi ;
task Tj requests for resource rk but is blocked since Ti is still holding rk so Ti
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Figure 1.1: Example of Priority Inversion

t = t5 :
t = t6 :
t = t7 :
t = t8 :
t = t9 :

resumes execution;
task Tk arrives and preempts Ti since pk > pi ;
task Tk nishes and Ti resumes execution;
task Ti releases rk and is preempted by Tj since it is now ready;
task Tj executes and nishes, Ti resume execution; and
task Ti nishes execution and leaves.

In this example the priority inversion occurs between times t4 and t7 . Note that it is possible for
a steady arrival of medium-priority tasks after time t4 to occur causing the priority inversion to
become unbounded in length.
Our intention of using DC is threefold: (a) to show the expressive ability of DC in formally specifying
more complex schedulers; (b) to present a framework for uniformly specifying schedulers within the
same class; and (c) to use the speci cations from these frameworks to reason about properties of
these schedulers.
A comprehensive review of techniques for controlling access to shared resources is presented in [1].
In this paper, we are speci cally interested in two kinds of protocols: (a) those that allow priority
inversion to occur; and (b) those that schedule the use of resources in such a way so that no priority
inversions occur. Representative protocols under both types will be considered in this paper.
First, let us consider protocols are permit priority inversions to occur. In [1], these protocols
are also classi ed as preemptive blocking protocols, since a task Ti holding a resource r can be
preempted by higher priority tasks and Ti can block other tasks that requests for the resource r.
Three representative protocols are considered:
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the trivial protocol A;
the priority inheritance protocol; and
the priority ceiling protocol.

Trivial Protocol A
We present this protocol in this paper as a simple case and to show its relationship with the more
complex protocols. It works as follows: If a task Ti requests for a resource rk , it is granted if rk
is available. Otherwise, Ti is blocked on rk . When rk becomes available, the protocol selects the
highest priority task among the tasks that are blocked on rk to lock and use the rk .
There is no doubt that this protocol su ers from deadlock and unbounded priority inversion.

Priority Inheritance Protocol (PIP)
To solve the unbounded priority inversion, the priority inheritance protocol was introduced in [9].
It assumes that:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

the priority assigned to tasks is static;
resources are accessed in a mutually exclusive manner;
accesses of resources are properly nested;
a preemptive priority-driven scheduler is used; and
the resources that a process accesses can be predetermined before runtime.

In this protocol, priority inversion is bounded by temporarily increasing the priority of tasks that
block higher priority tasks. The protocols works as follows: A task Ti that wants to acquire a
resource rk must obey the following rule:
(a)
(b)

if rk is available, it is granted to Ti ;
otherwise (i.e. there is a task, say Tj , that is currently holding rk ), Ti is blocked
on rk and if pi > pj then task Tj inherits pi .

Although priority inversions are bounded, this protocol does not ensure freedom from deadlock.
Furthermore, it is possible for chained blocking to occur. Chained blocking occurs when tasks can
be blocked for more than the duration of one critical section.

Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP)
The priority ceiling protocol [8, 9] was designed to address the deadlock and chaining problems of
the priority inheritance protocol. This protocol works as follows:
(a)

each resource rk is assigned a priority ceiling, c(rk ), which is equal to the highest
priority of all tasks that can lock it; and
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if a task Ti requests for a resource rk , it is granted if pi > c(rl), for all resources rl
currently locked by tasks Tj other than Ti

(b)

Similar to the priority inheritance protocol, a task that blocks a higher priority task Tj inherits
Tj 's priority for the duration of the current critical section.
Now, we present resource control protocols that prevent the occurrence of priority inversions. Two
representatives under this class are considered:
(a)
(b)

trivial protocol B; and
the reservation protocol.

Both of these protocols assume a multiprocessor environment.

Trivial Protocol B
The protocol works simply as follows: if a task Ti wants to access a resource rk , access is granted
only if all other higher priority tasks Tj that will use rk have already acquired and released rk .
Obviously, this protocol can delay lower priority tasks even if the higher priority tasks have not
arrived.

Reservation Protocols
Presented by [2, 3], reservation protocols solve the priority inversion problem without changing
priorities of tasks. Furthermore, these protocols allow tasks to have incomparable priorities.
One policy is selected in [3] which is comparable with the other protocols presented since it is
most applicable for systems when all priority assignments are comparable. This protocol works as
follows:
A request by a task Ti for resource rk at time t is granted if

holdki(t)  T min
(nextkj (t) ? t)
2HS
j

i

Otherwise, the request is delayed.
where

holdki (t)
nextki (t)

is the upper bound on the amount of time that task Ti will hold rk the next
time w.r.t. time t;
is the lower bound on the next time (w.r.t. time t) Ti will request resource
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rk ; and

is the set of tasks Tj such that pj > pi .

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a review of duration calculus.
Section 3 presents the formalization of the schedulers grouped under two classes. Proofs of certain
properties of these schedulers are presented in section 4. Finally, we present some conclusions and
discussion in section 5.

2 Duration Calculus
The duration calculus (DC) [13], an extension of interval temporal logic, is a notation to specify
and reason about properties of systems and is a logic to verify theorems about such speci cations.
Since its introduction in 1991, the original duration calculus has been extended into several calculi
to increase its versatility in modeling various kinds of systems.
In the extended duration calculus (EDC) [17], piecewise continuous/di erentiable functions were
introduced, providing the capability to capture properties of continuous states. This calculus is
especially useful for modeling and reasoning about hybrid systems. Another extension of DC is the
mean-value duration calculus (MVDC) [14]. In MVDC, integrals of Boolean functions are replaced
by their mean values, and as a result,  -functions are used to represent instantaneous actions such as
events. This calculus is suitable to model systems with state and events. DC has also been extended
with probabilities. One such early attempt is the probabilistic duration calculus for discrete time
[7]. In a more recent work [4], a probabilistic duration calculus for continuous time was presented.
With these two probabilistic calculi, it is possible to reason about and calculate the dependability
of a system with respect to its components. More recently, in nite intervals were introduced into
the duration calculus (DCi) [15]. By introducing limits, DCi can deal with unbounded liveness and
fairness and can also measure live states by duration limits.
A state in DC is a Boolean function over time. When a state P has a value of 1 at time t, P is said
to be present, otherwise, it is absent. States can be combined by the usual Boolean connectives
:; ^; _;    to form composite states.
One of the most signi cant features of DC is its ability to express integrals of time durations of
states. Given an arbitrary state P and an arbitrary observation interval [b; e] (b; e 2 R and e  b),
the duration of P is de ned as:

R P def
R
= eb P (t)dt
Let ` denote the length of the observation interval, that is,

`[b; e] def
= e?b
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then the duration of the trivial state 1 is de ned as follows:

R 1 =b `
R
In DC, P and ` are terms and can be combined into formulae using arithmetic predicates and

the interval modality chop (_ ) operator. The formula B _ C is satis ed by a non-point interval if
it can be chopped into two subintervals such that the rst subinterval satis es B and the second
satis es C.
(B _ C )[b; e] def
= 9m  (b  m  e)B [b; m] ^ C [m; e]
Using the chop (_ ) operator, the conventional modalities can then be de ned as follows:

3A =b true_ A_true
2A =b :3:A

R
dP e =b ( P = `) ^ (` > 0)
d e =b ` = 0
dP e =b d e _ dP e

reads \for some subinterval A holds"
reads \for all subintervals A holds"

The formula dP e is true if state P holds everywhere (almost) in this non-point interval and d e is
true for point intervals only. And it follows that:

d1e , (` > 0)
d0e , false
We also use 3 A to mean that formula A holds for some initial subintervals of an interval.

3 A =b A_true
2 A =b :3 :A
Proof System of DC:
By being an extension of Interval Temporal Logic, DC inherited the powerful proof system in ITL.
Some of the theorems adopted by DC from ITL are as follows:

A ) B ` (A_ C ) B _ C ) ^ (C _A ) C _ B)
(A_ B )_ C , A_ (B _ C )
(A_ d e) , (d e_ A) , A
(A_ false ) , (false _ A) , false
(A _ B )_ C , (A_ C ) _ (B _ C )
(2.5) C
_ (A _ B ) , (C _ A) _ (C _ B )
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
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(2.6) 2A ^ (B _ C ) ) (2A ^ B )_ (2A^C )
(2.7) 2 A ^ (B _ C ) ) (2 A ^ B )_ C

(2-distributivity)
(2 -distributivity)
Note that although _ is associative (2.2), has the point interval (d e) as unit (2.3), it only distributes
through disjunction (_) (2.5), but not through conjunction (^). The following, however, is a
theorem:
(A ^ B )_ C ) (A_ C ) ^ (B _ C )
(2.8) C
_ (A ^ B ) ) (C _ A) ^ (C _ B )
The following are the axioms of DC:
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)

R0 = 0
RP  0
R P + R Q = (R P _ R Q) + (R P ^ R Q)
R P = r + s , R P = r_ R P = s

From these axioms, it is not dicult to show that the following are also theorems in DC:
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)

dP e_ dP e , dP e
dP e ) 2(dP e )
dP e ^ dQe , dP ^ Qe
R P + R :P = `
RP  `
dP e ^ dAe_ dBe , (dP e ^ dAe)_(dP e ^ dBe)
R
R
R
(r  P  s)_ (t  P  u) ) (r + t  P  s + u)

States in the duration calculus must satisfy the nite variability property. Informally, this property
means that for every state expression P , any interval [b; e] where b < e, can be divided or partitioned
into nitely many subintervals such that P is constant on each open subinterval.
First let, ?1 ; ?2; :::; ?n ` ? mean that we can make a formal deduction of the formula ? from
?1 ; ?2 ; :::; ?n (called assumption formulas) using the proof system of DC. A formal deduction of the
formula ? from ?1 ; ?2; :::; ?n is a nite sequence of one or more formulas, such that each formula
in the sequence is either one of the ?1 ; ?2; :::; ?n or an axiom, or an immediate consequence of the
preceding formulas of the sequence. The formula ? is the last formula in the sequence and is called
the conclusion.
Then, this nite variability property is formalized as the following two induction rules:

Forward Induction: Let H(X ) be a DC formula schema containing the formula letter X , and let
P be any state expression.
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If H(d e) and H(X ) ` H(X _ (X _ dP e) _ (X _ d:P e))
then H(true)

Backward Induction: Let H(X ) be a DC formula schema containing the formula letter X , and
let P be any state expression.

If H(d e) and H(X ) ` H(X _ (dP e_ X ) _ (d:P e_ X ))
then H(true)

3 Formalization of Scheduling for Tasks with Shared Resources
The approach here is to rst de ne precisely a model for the tasks and shared resources. This
is done by de ning variables to represent certain attributes of tasks like arrival time, execution
time, etc. Afterward, DC state variables and DC formulas based on these variables are speci ed to
represent tasks and their behavior with respects shared resources.
The system is modeled as having a set T of n tasks, Ti ; 1  i  n. Tasks are released at arbitrary
predetermined times i and we assume that tasks arrive only once and are non-recurrent. Each
task Ti has computation time Ci , relative deadline di and priority pi. We assume that the priority
of a task depends on its deadline and is xed.
The system also maintains a set R of m non-preemptive resources, rk ; 1  k  m. Associated with
each task Ti is a set Ri  R of resources it will require during execution. For simplicity, we assume
each resource r 2 Ri is requested and released by Ti once during its execution. Tasks may have
only one outstanding request at a time. This means that tasks requests for resources in a sequential
manner. Each resource rk 2 Ri will be needed by Ti after having accumulated a runtime of i (rk ).
If a task Ti locks resource rk , it will voluntarily release rk only after accumulating a runtime of
i (rk ). For PIP and PCP, resource access is assumed to be properly nested, that is, while a task is
acquiring resources, it cannot release any. But once it has started to release a resource, it cannot
acquire resources anymore.
For the rst class of protocols, we assume a uniprocessor model. For the second class of protocols,
we assume that the number of processors is equal to n, the number of tasks.
Fig. 3.2 depicts the system model.
The following state variables are introduced for task Ti:

Ti :arrived
Ti :rdy
Ti :run
Ti :requests(rk )
Report No. 44, June 20, 1995
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CPU
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Resource Queue 1
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.
.
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r

m

Resource Queue m

Figure 3.2: System Model

Ti :blocked(rk)
Ti :holds(rk )
Ti :done

- task Ti is blocked on resource rk
- resource rk is currently held by task Ti
- task Ti is done and has left the system

Using the system model in Fig. 1.1, Ti :arrived holds for any task that has entered the system
(bounded by the dashed region) and has not left the system. Ti :rdy means that Ti is in the ready
queue waiting for the scheduler to allocate processor to it. When Ti is nally allocated processor
time, Ti :run holds and in the system model, this means that Ti is allocated CPU time. If Ti
is preempted (due to the arrival of higher priority task), it simply returns to the ready queue.
Ti:requests(rk ) holds when a task needs to acquire a resource rk . Depending on the resource
allocation protocol, if rk is not granted to Ti , it will be blocked in the rk 's queue. On the other
hand, if Ti is granted the resource rk , it will return to the ready queue (and return to ready state)
and wait for processor time. Finally, upon completion of its computation time, the task Ti leaves
the system and consequently, Ti:done holds.
The relationship between these states are expressed by the following state expressions:

 For all tasks Ti, either Ti:arrived or Ti:done
Ti:arrived _ Ti :done

TS1

These two states are mutually exclusive:
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Ti:arrived ) :Ti :done

TS2

 A task that is present in the system is either ready or blocked
Ti:arrived , Ti :rdy _ Ti:blocked
W
where Ti :blocked =b r 2R Ti :blocked(rk)
States Ti :rdy and Ti:blocked are mutually exclusive:

TS3

k

Ti:rdy ) :Ti:blocked

TS4

 A task Ti runs only if it is ready
Ti:run ) Ti :rdy

TS5

 When a task Ti is requesting for a resource rk , it is either holding it or blocked on it
^
(Ti:requests(rk ) , Ti :holds(rk ) _ Ti :blocked(rk))
TS6
rk 2R

A task Ti can request resources if they are present in the system:

^
rk 2R

(Ti:requests(rk ) ) Ti :arrived)

TS7

States Ti :holds(rk ) and Ti :blocked(rk) are mutually exclusive:

^
rk 2R

(Ti:holds(rk ) ) :Ti :blocked(rk))

TS8

Let us denote all these predicates as:

^8

TSREL =b

i=1

TSi

With these states, the behavior of tasks in any interval [0; t] is speci ed as follows:

Arrival Time: A task Ti arrives after i time units (assuming that i > 0):
^

ARR =b
2 `)>(`i=  ^ d:T :arrivede)_dT :arrivede_true
i
i
i
T 2T

!

i
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Completion Time: A task Ti stays in the system until it has accumulated Ci time units of
processor time:

!
R T :run = C _` > 0
i
i
CPLT =b
2 , R T :run = C _dT :donee_ true
i
i
i
T 2T
^
i

Resources
Resources are allocated in a mutually exclusive manner, i.e. a resource can be held by at most one
task at any time:

1
0
^ @^
^
MUTX =b
(Ti:holds(rk ) )
:Tj :holds(rk))A
Ti2T

rk 2R

Tj 6=Ti 2T

Resource allocation is nonpreemptive:

^ ^

(rk)e_ dTi :requests(rk )e
NPRV =b
2 d)Tid:holds
Ti:holds(rk )e
T 2T r 2R
i

!

i

k

Conjoining the predicates above, we have:
RES =b MUTX ^ NPRV

Behavior of Tasks and Resources
Now it is necessary to model how tasks behave with respect to resources. The rst thing is representing precisely when a task will request for a particular resource it needs:

Acquisition Time A task Ti will need the resource rk 2 Ri only after having accumulated processor time of exactly i (rk ) time units.
Let

R

Ti:NOT-REQ (rk) =b ( Ti:run = i (rk ) ^ d:Ti :requests(rk )e )
then

^ ^

Ti :requests(rk )e_ dTi:requests(rk )e
ACQ =b
2 d:
) Ti:NOT -REQ(rk)_dTi:requests(rk )e
T 2T r 2R
i

k

!

i

The following formula speci es how long a task will hold onto a resource once it has been allocated
it.
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Hold Time A task Ti releases a resource rk after it has received accumulated processor time of
i (rk) time units while holding rk .

^ ^

TRi :requests(rk )e_ dTi:requests(rk )e_ d:Ti :requests(rk )e
HOLD =b
2 d:
) (Ti:run ^ Ti:holds(rk)) = i(rk)
T 2T r 2R
i

!

i

k

It is natural to assume that a task needs to be allocated processor time in order to request access
to any resource. This is expressed as:

^ ^

REQ =b

Ti2T rk 2Ri

2(d:Ti:requests(rk )e_ dTi:requests(rk )e ) 3dTi:rune)

For PIP and PCP protocols, accesses to resources are properly nested. For each task Ti , there is a
total order among resources Ri , denoted by <i , such that:
NEST =b

^

^

Ti 2T rk 6=rl 2Ri

k <i rl ^ dTi :requests(rk )e
2 r)
dTi:requests(rl)e

!

This formula means that given any two resources, rk and rl , if the request for rk is nested within
the request for rl , then rk <i rl.
It is also obviously reasonable for all tasks to release all resources they are holding on or before
termination.
REL =b

^ ^

Ti 2T rk 2Ri

(i (rk ) + i (rk )  Ci)

The conjunction of the preceding formulas constitute our model for the tasks for the PIP and PCP.
TASK =b ARR ^ CPLT ^ ACQ ^ HOLD ^ REQ ^ NEST ^
REL ^ TSREL ^ RES

However, for the second class of protocols, TPB and RP, this nested access assumption is relaxed.
Hence we have:
TASK2 =b ARR ^ CPLT ^ ACQ ^ HOLD ^ REQ ^ REL ^
TSREL ^ RES

Environment
Priority assignment is a total order:
PRIO =b

^
Ti 6=Tj 2T
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Since uniprocessor and multiprocessor schedulers are considered here, we will present DC formula
to express these as environments:
Under a uniprocessor model, we have:
ONEPROC =b

^
Ti 6=Tj 2T

2dTi:run ) :Tj :rune

Under our multiprocessor model (where there is one processor for each task), we have:
MULPROC =b

^
Ti2T

2dTi:rdy ) Ti:rune

This means that there is no need to separately specify the scheduler for the processor, since a task
can run as soon as it is ready.
There is no overhead for the scheduler:
NOHD =b

^

Ti2T

2dTi:rdy )

_

Tj 2T

Tj :rune

Hence for the uniprocessor model, we have:
ENV1 =b PRIO ^ ONEPROC ^ NOHD

For the multiprocessor model, the environment is:
ENV2 =b PRIO ^ MULPROC

Scheduler
The scheduler for tasks with shared resources can be expressed as having two components:
Processor Scheduling: policy concerned with the selection of tasks to run on the processor; and
Resource Control:
policy concerning the selection of which task will be allocated a
resource it is requesting.
There are three rules for resource control:
Granting Rule:
Blocking Rule:
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used for deciding which among the blocked tasks is to be granted
the resource.

With this general framework, the protocols identi ed earlier can now be precisely speci ed. There
are two classes of protocols: (a) protocols that allow priority inversion to occur; and (b) protocols
that explicitly prevent priority inversions from occurring.

3.1 Protocols that Permit Priority Inversion
Using the framework presented above, we present duration calculus formula schemas for speci cation of schedulers within this class of protocols. The schemas serve as templates for formulas in
the sense that to specify a scheduler or protocol, the only thing to do is to de ne certain functions
to be used with the formula schemas.
First, the formula schema for the preemptive priority scheduler is presented as follows:

Preemptive Priority Scheduler
Let HiPri (Ti ; Tj ) be a Boolean-valued relation for denoting which task between Ti and Tj is to be
executed by the processor. The preemptive priority scheduler can be expressed in terms of HiPri
as:
PPS (HiPri ) =b

^

Ti 6=Tj 2T

2(dTi:rune ^ dTj :rdye ) dHiPri (Ti; Tj )e)

Resource control can be speci ed by de ning the three rules mentioned earlier. The granting rule
for this class of protocols is expressed as:

Granting Rule
^ ^

Ti:holds(rk)e_ dTi :holds(rk)e
PTCL1 (Right) =b
2 d:
) 3dRight(Ti; rk)e
T 2T r 2R
i

!

k

where Right(Ti; rk ) is a relation that holds if task Ti is granted access to resource rk .
The blocking rule for this class of protocols can be expressed as:

Blocking Rule
PTCL2 (Right) =b

^ ^
Ti 2T rk 2R

2(dTi:blocked(rk)e ) d:Right(Ti; rk)e)

Then, the unblocking rule can be speci ed as:
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Unblocking Rule
^

^

:blocked(rk) ^ Tj :blocked(rk)e_ d:Ti :blocked(rk)e
PTCL3 (HiPri ) =b
2 d)TiHiPri
(Ti; Tj )
T 6=T 2T r 2R
i

j

k

By combining these formula schemas together, the scheduler, SCH, is obtained:
PPS (HiPri ) ^ PTCL1 (Right)
^ PTCL2 (Right) ^ PTCL3 (HiPri )

SCH(HiPri ; Right) =b

!

Trivial Protocol A
First, the relation HiPriTPA is de ned using the original priority assigned to tasks:
HiPriTPA (Ti; Tj ) =b (pi > pj )

and the relation RightTPA is de ned as:

^

RightTPA(Ti ; rk ) =b

Tj 6=Ti 2T

:Tj :holds(rk)

From these, the TPA scheduler can be instantiated from the formula schema SCH as:
TPA =b SCH(HiPriTPA ; RightTPA)

Priority Inheritance Protocol
The di erence between the priority inheritance protocol and the trivial protocol A above is in the
assignment of priorities to tasks.
The priority inheritance protocol bounds the length of priority inversions by temporarily assigning
a higher priority to tasks while they are blocking other tasks. This is to ensure that they are given
enough processor time to use (and eventually release) the resource(s) granted to them. First we
de ne the following abbreviation:

Ti:blockedby(Tj ) =b

_

(Tj :holds(rk ) ^ Ti :blocked(rk))

rk 2R

From this, the state function HiPri for PIP, HiPriPIP , satis es the following inheritance properties:
(a) HiPriPIP is a total order:
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^
Ti6=Tj 2T

(HiPriPIP (Ti; Tj ) ) :HiPriPIP (Tj ; Ti))

^

HiPriPIP (Ti; Tk ) ^ HiPriPIP (Tk ; Tj )
) HiPriPIP (Ti; Tj )

Ti6=Tj 6=Tk 2T

!

(b) HiPriPIP depends on the priority inherited by tasks:

^
Ti6=Tj 6=Tk 2T

^
Ti6=Tj 2T

16

Tk :blockedby(Ti)
) (HiPriPIP (Tk ; Tj ) ) HiPriPIP (Ti; Tj ))

!

!
V (:T :blockedby(T ))
k
i
T 2T
) (HiPriPIP (Ti; Tj ) ) pi > pj )
k

The rst formula expresses that when a task Ti inherits the priority of another task Tk , if HiPriPIP (Tk ; Tj )
then HiPriPIP (Ti ; Tj ). The second formula states that if a task Ti does not inherit any priority,
then the relation HiPriPIP is consistent with the original assigned priorities.
Hence, the formula for PIP is:
PIP =b SCH(HiPriPIP ; RightTPA)

It should be noted that the blocking protocol for PIP is the same as the one used in TPA, so the
Right function de ned for TPA is used here for PIP.

Priority Ceiling Protocol
First, the priority ceiling of resources is formalized. Since the number of tasks in the system and
the priorities of the tasks are constant, therefore, the priority ceiling of resource rk , c(rk ) is also
constant. Hence,

c(rk ) =b max
f pi j rk 2 Rig
i
The blockedby state function for PCP is:

Ti:blockedby 0(Tj ) =b

_

(Tj :holds(rk ) ^ Ti :blocked ^ c(rk )  pi )

rk 2R

PCP is a form of priority inheritance protocol, so the relation HiPriPCP also satis es the inheritance
properties for HiPriPIP except that we use Ti :blockedby 0 instead of Ti :blockedby .
The Right function for PCP is:
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(
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Tj :holds(rk ) ) pi > c(rk ))

rk 2R Tj 6=Ti 2T

Hence, for PCP we have:
PCP =b SCH(HiPriPCP ; RightPCP )

3.2 Protocols that Prevent Priority Inversions
Under this class, protocols prevent priority inversions by delaying lower priority tasks suciently
long to prevent them from blocking higher priority tasks. The environment here is a multiprocessor
environment, ENV2 . Both protocols presented below makes decisions using information regarding
the past or the future.
So, we make some modi cations to our duration formula schemas presented at the start of the
previous section. Speci cally, the state function Right will be replaced with a DC formula which
serves the same purpose but can deal with conditions pertaining to a time interval and not just
the current state of the system at a speci c time point. This modi cation is necessary to properly
specify protocols under this class.
DRight (Ti; rk ) is de ned to be the DC formula that holds if task Ti is granted resource rk based
on the conditions in the observation interval.

The blocking and unblocking rule which depends of DRight are replaced by a single formula schema:
PTCL0 (DRight ) =b

^ ^
Ti 2T rk 2R

2 (true_d:Ti:blocked(rk)e , DRight (Ti; rk))

From this, the scheduler SCH0 for the second class of protocols is expressed as the following:

SCH0(DRight ) =b PTCL0(DRight )

Trivial Protocol B
This protocol works as follows: a task Ti that requests a resource rk is granted if all other higher
priority tasks have nished using rk .
The DC formula to denote when a task is granted a resource is de ned as:
DRightTPB (Ti ; rk ) =b

Report No. 44, June 20, 1995
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j

!

i
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R

where Finished(Tj ; rk ) =b Tj :run  j (rk ) + j (rk ).
Hence for TPB, the scheduler is de ned as:
TPB =b SCH0 (DRightTPB )

Reservation Protocol
Informally, this protocol works as follows: a task Ti that requests a resource rk is granted if the
time it will release rk before the any higher priority task request rk or all higher priority tasks have
nished using rk .
The expression DRightRP is de ned as:

0 true_ dT :requests(r )e
1
i
k
!C
pj > pi ^ rk 2 Rj
DRightRP (Ti; rk ) =b B
@ )V
A
T 6=T 2T ) NotReq (Ti; Tj ; rk ) _ Finished(Tj ; rk )
j

where

i

R

NotReq (Ti; Tj ; rk ) =b `R ? (Ti:holds(rk ) ^ Ti :run) + i (rk )  j + j (rk ) + j (rk )
Finished(Tj ; rk ) =b Tj :run  j (rk ) + j (rk )

The formula NotReq (Ti; Tj ; rk ) holds on an observation interval if Ti will release resource rk before
task Tj requests for it.
Finally, we have
RP =b SCH0 (DRightRP )

3.3 Requirements
The requirement that deadlines of all tasks are to be met can be expressed as:

^

_ (dTi :arrivede ^ ` = di )
R
RQT =b
2 true
) Ti:run = Ci
T 2T

!

i

Other requirements for schedulers are: deadlock freedom and no priority inversion.
One way to expressed deadlock freedom in DC is:
NODLCK =b 2:(d
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^
Ti 2T

(Ti:done _ Ti:blocked) ^

_
i2T

Ti :blockede)
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and no priority inversion can be expressed as:

^

^

:holds(rk ) ^ Tj :blocked(rk)e
NOINV =b
2 d)TiHiPri
(Ti; Tj )
T 6=T 2T r 2R
i

j

!

k

In the next section, we present formal proofs that some schedulers satisfy some of these requirements
through formal proofs.

4 Proving Properties
The advantages of using a formal speci cation language like the duration calculus is in the ability
to prove properties from the speci cations. In this section, we will show how we can use some of
these speci cations in the previous section to prove properties like blocked at most once, deadlock
freedom and no priority inversion.

4.1 Blocked At Most Once Property of PCP
In order to prove this property, we need to make a distinction between a task being in the preempted
state and blocked state. We make the assumption that while a task is preempted by a higher priority
task, it is not blocked.

!
_ dW
d
T
:run
e
i
T
6=T 2T (Tj :run ^ pj > pi )e
A1 =b
2 ) dT :rune_d:T :blockede
i
i
T 6=T 2T
^

i

j

i

j

First, we de ne the notion of critical region for a task. Since resources are accessed in a properly
nested manner, the critical region for a task Ti is de ned as the time interval beginning at the
acquisition of its rst resource and ending at the release of the last resource it is holding.
Formally,

Ti:in-cr =b

Definition 4.1

_
rk 2R

Ti :holds(rk)

First we have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1
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A1 ^ PCP
^ ENV `
0 ^dTTASK
i&:in-cre

V

Ti 2T

V
2B
@) V
T 6=T 2T r 2R
j

i

l

1
!' C
Tj :holds(rl) ^ HiPriPCP (Ti; Tj )
A
) pi > c(rl)
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Proof.

2

The proof of this Lemma is presented in Appendix A.
Then, we can prove the following lemma:
A1 ^ PCP ^ TASK ^ ENV `
!
V 2 d:Right
(
T
)
^
T
:in
cr
e
PCP
i
i
T 2T
) dWT 6=T 2T (Tj :run ^ HiPriPCP (Tj ; Ti))e

Lemma 4.2

i

j

i

Proof. For all tasks Ti :

d:RightPCP (Ti) ^ Ti:in-cre
2 :Right (T )
3
PCP i
!
V
) 666 ^ V
Tj :holds(rl) ^ HiPriPCP (Ti; Tj ) 777
6 T 6=T 2T r 2R ) pi > c(rl)
7
2W
W
3
T 6=T 2T r 2R (Tj :holds(rl) ^ pi  c(rl))
!
V
) 666 ^ V
Tj :holds(rl) ^ HiPriPCP (Ti; Tj ) 777
6 T 6=T 2T r 2R ) pi > c(rl)
7
_
(HiPriPCP (Tj ; Ti) ^ Tj :in-cr)e
) d
j

j

i

i

j

Lemma 4.1

l

Def. of

l

i

RightPCP

l

Prop. Logic,
Def. 4.1

Tj 6=Ti 2T

We have established this:

^

PCP (Ti) ^ Ti :in-cre
W
2 d:)Right
d T 6=T 2T (HiPriPCP (Tj ; Ti) ^ Tj :in-cr)e
T 2T
j

i

!

(1)

i

For a given Ti :

d:RightPCP (Ti) ^ Ti:in-cre
_
d
(HiPriPCP (Tk ; Ti) ^ Tk :in-cr)e
)
Tk 6=Ti 2T

Formula (1)

&W
'
(
HiPri
(
T
;
T
)
^
T
:in
cr
^
Right
(
T
))
PCP
k
i
k
PCP
k
) _T W6=T 2T (HiPri (T ; T ) ^ T :in-cr ^ :Right (T ))
PCP k i
k
PCP k
T 6=T 2T
k

i

k

Prop. Logic

i

Since T is nite and HiPriPCP is a total order, repeated application (at most n times, where n is
the number of tasks) of formula (1) on:
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(HiPriPCP (Tk ; Ti) ^ Tk :in-cr ^ :RightPCP (Tk ))

we have that:

W
T 6=T 2T (HiPriPCP (Tk ; Ti) ^ Tk :in-cr ^ :RightPCP (Tk ))
) WT 6=T 2T (HiPriPCP (Tk ; Ti) ^ Tk :in-cr ^ RightPCP (Tk))
k

i

i

k

Finally, for all tasks Ti, we have:

d:RightPCP (Ti) ^ Ti:in-cre
) d WT 6=T 2T (RightPCP (Tj ) ^ HiPriPCP (Tj ; Ti) ^ Tj :in-cr) e
) d W (T :rdy ^ HiPri (T ; T ) ^ T :in-cr) e
j

i

Tj 2T

j

PCP j i

j

) d WT 2T (Tj :run ^ HiPriPCP (Tj ; Ti)) e
j

Prop. Logic
PCP PTCL2 (RightPCP )
PCP PPS (HiPriPCP ),
NOHD

2

The Lemma is then proved.

The property of PCP where a task is blocked at most once before entering its critical region can
be expressed as follows:
Theorem 4.1

^ TASK ^ ENV `
VA1 ^ PCP
2(dT :in-cre ) d:T :blockede)
Ti 2T

i

i

Proof.

We prove this by induction: First, assume:

H(X ) =b X ^ dTi:in-cre ) d:Ti:blockede
?
=b A1 ^ PCP ^ TASK ^ ENV
Base case: ? ` H(d e)

d e ^ dTi:in-cre ) d:Ti:blockede
) false ) d:Ti:blockede
) true

ITL
ITL

For the inductive step, we must establish:
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?; H(X ) ` H(X _ (X _ dRightPCP (Ti )e) _ (X _ d:RightPCP (Ti)e))
We now consider two cases:
1. ?; H(X ) ` H(X _ dRightPCP (Ti)e)
2. ?; H(X ) ` H(X _ d:RightPCP (Ti)e)
Case 1: ?; H(X ) ` H(X _ dRightPCP (Ti)e)

X _dRightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre
) (X ^ dTi:in-cre)_(dRightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre)
) d:Ti:blockede_(dRightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre)
) d:Ti:blockede_d:Ti:blockede
) d:Ti:blockede

Theorem
2.18
H(X )
PCP

Axiom 2.13

Case 2: ?; H(X ) ` H(X _ d:RightPCP (Ti )e)

X _d:RightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre
) (X ^ dTi:in-cre)_(d:RightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre)
) d:Ti:blockede_(d:RightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre)
) d:Ti:blockede_(d:RightPCP (Ti) ^ Ti:in-cre)
_
) d:Ti:blockede_d (Tj :run ^ HiPriPCP (Tj ; Ti))e
Tj 2T

) d:Ti:blockede_d:Ti:blockede
) d:Ti:blockede
This completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem
2.18
H(X )
Rule 2.15
Lemma 4.2

A1

Axiom 2.13

2

4.2 PCP is Deadlock Free
We prove this property by contradiction.
Theorem 4.2
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Proof.

(1) :2:(d
(2) 3(
(3) 2(

^

Ti 2T

Ti2T

^
Ti2T

(4) 2(d
(5) 2(

^

(7) 3(

(dTi:blockede ) d

Ti2T

Ti2T

(6) 3(

d(Ti:done _ Ti:blocked)e ^

_

^

^

Ti2T

_

Ti2T

(Ti :done _ Ti :blocked) ^

Ti :in-cre ) d

_
Tj 2T

_
Ti 2T

(dTi:blockede ) d

_
i2T

_

Ti2T

Ti :blockede)

Assume

dTi:blockede)

ITL
PCP PTCL2 (RightPCP ),
Def. of RightPCP ,
Def. 4.1

Tj :in-cre))

(3), Theorem 4.1,
ITL

(:Ti:blocked ^ Ti :in-cr)e)

_

Tj 2T

(:Tj :blocked ^ Tj :in-cr)e))

d(Ti:done _ Ti:blocked)e ^

_
Ti2T

(3), (4), Prop. Logic

d:Ti:blocked ^ Ti:in-cre)

d:Ti:blocked ^ Ti:in-cr ^ (Ti:done _ Ti:blocked)e)

(2), (5), Prop. Logic
(6), Prop. Logic

(8) false

(7), TASK , Prop.
Logic

(9) NODLCK

(1), (8), Prop. Logic

2

4.3 No Priority Inversion
Now, we will prove that the Reservation Protocol does not permit priority inversions to occur.
First, we consider a lemma:
Lemma 4.3

RP ^ TASK 2 ^0ENV2 `

1
_ dTi :holds(rk )e
d:
T
:holds
(
r
)
e
i
k
!
V V 2 B@ V
CA
pj > pi ^ rk 2 Rj
T 2T r 2R
) T 6=T 2T )
d:T :holds(r )e_d:T :blocked(r )e
i

k

j

i

i

k

j

k

Proof.
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true_ dTi :holds(rk)e
) true_d:Ti :blocked(rk)e
) DRightRP (Ti; rk)
0 true_dT :requests(r )e
1
i
k
!
CA
pj > pi ^ rk 2 Rj
) B
@ )V
T 6=T 2T ) NotReq (Ti ; Tj ; rk ) _ Finished(Tj ; rk )
j

)
)
)

^
Tj 6=Ti 2T

^
Tj 6=Ti 2T

^
Tj 6=Ti 2T

i

pj > pi ^ rk 2 Rj
) NotReq(Ti; Tj ; rk) _ Finished(Tj ; rk)
pj > pi ^ rk 2 Rj
) true_ d:Tj :requests(rk )e
pj > pi ^ rk 2 Rj
) true_ d:Tj :blocked(rk)e

!

!

!

Def. of holds
RP
Def. of
DRightRP

TASK 2 TS6 , Prop.
Logic
ENV2 ,
TASK2 ACQ,

HOLD

TASK2 -

TS6

2
The Reservation Protocol ensures no priority inversions.
Theorem 4.3

RP ^ TASK2 ^ ENV2 ` NOINV

Proof.

The proof follows directly from Lemma 4.3.

2

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented formal speci cations of 5 schedulers for tasks with shared resources.
With these speci cations, we were able to prove properties like deadlock freedom, blocked at most
once, and no priority inversion.
More importantly, we presented two frameworks by which the speci cations where based on. The
rst framework is applicable to schedulers which makes decisions based on the current state of the
system, e.g. state of the resources, etc. The second framework concerns schedulers which makes
decisions based on events that happened already or future events that will take place shortly.
These frameworks can be used in the future for specifying a variety of other protocols [1] such as
the Ceiling Semaphore Protocol, Semaphore Control Protocol, etc.
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A Proof of Lemma 4.1
We prove this Lemma by induction: First, let :

V
V
F
=b d T 6=T 2T r 2R(Tj :holds(rl) ^ HiPriPCP (Ti ; Tj ) ) pi > c(rl))e
H(X ) =b (X ^ dTi:in-cre ) F )
?
=b A1 ^ PCP ^ TASK ^ ENV
j

i

l

Base case: ? ` H(d e)

d e ^ dTi:in-cre ) F
) false ) F
) true

ITL
ITL

For the inductive step, we must establish:
?; H(X ) ` H(X _ (X _ dRightPCP (Ti )e) _ (X _ d:RightPCP (Ti)e))
We now consider two cases:
1. ?; H(X ) ` H(X _ dRightPCP (Ti)e)
2. ?; H(X ) ` H(X _ d:RightPCP (Ti)e)
Case 1: ?; H(X ) ` H(X _ dRightPCP (Ti)e)

X _dRightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre
) (X ^ dTi:in-cre)_(dRightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre)
) F _(dRightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre)
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) F _d

^ ^
Tj 2T rl 2R

27
Def. of

(Tj :holds(rl) ) pi > c(rl))e

RightPCP

) F _F
) F

Prop. Logic
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Case 2: ?; H(X ) ` H(X _ d:RightPCP (Ti )e)

X _d:RightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre
) (X ^ dTi:in-cre)_(d:RightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre)

Theorem
2.18
H(X )

) F _(d:RightPCP (Ti)e ^ dTi:in-cre)
_(d ^ ^rk 2 Ri (HiPriPCP (Ti; Tj ) ) pj  c(rk ))e)
F
)

Def. of

RightPCP ; c(r)

Tj 6=Ti 2T

^

) F _(d

Tj 6=Ti 2T

PCP, Def. of

(HiPriPCP (Ti ; Tj ) ) :RightPCP (Tj ))e)

RightPCP

It is easy to prove that

V V true _d:Right (T ) ^ T :holds(r)e
PCP j
j
r2R T 2T
) true _ dTj :holds(r)e_d:RightPCP (Tj ) ^ Tj :holds(r)e
j

Thus,

dTj :holds(r) ) pi  cr e_ d:RightPCP (Tj )e ) dTj :holds(r) ) pi  cr e
Hence,

F _(d

^

Tj 6=Ti 2T
) F _F

(HiPriPCP (Ti ; Tj ) ) :RightPCP (Tj ))e)

This completes the proof of the lemma.
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